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In the present paper we prove an identity concerning Pfaffians similar to the well-
known Grassmann-Plucker relations for determinants, using tools from multilinear 
algebra. More precisely, we shall derive the identity as a corollary to an equation 
concerning skew-symmetric bilinear forms and operators, acting on the exterior 
algebra A(M) of an R-module M over some fixed commutative ring R with IE R. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The Pfaffian Pf(A) = Pfn(A) = Pf:(A) of a skew-symmetric (n x n)-matrix 
0 aI2 an a ln 
-a12 0 a23 a2n 
A= -an -a23 0 (1.1 ) 
an_In 
-aln -a2n ... -an-In 0 
with coefficients alj (1 ~; < j ~ n) in some commutative ring R has played 
an important role in many branches of mathematics, in particular in deter-
minant theory, in symplectic geometry and in differential geometry (see 
for example [A, Chapter III; K, Kapitel9; St; DFN, Sect. 34; and Sp, 
Chap. 13, Sect. 3]). 
There are many ways to define the Pfaffian. A rather conceptual way is 
the following: 
. Let Skew n: ring~ -+ ~ets ~enote the covariant functor from. the category 
rmgs of commutative flngs mto the category sets of all sets whIch associates 
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to each commutative ring R the set Skew n( R) of all skew-symmetric 
(n x n )-matrices over R and let Forget: rings -+ sets denote the forgetful 
functor from rings into sets which associates to a commutative ring R the 
set R itself. Then Pf = Pf = (PfR) R' can be defined as the unique 
n n erm2S 
natural transformation from Skew n back into Forget such that 
( 1.2) 
holds for every commutative ring R and every A ESkew n( R), normalized in 
case n == 0 mod 2 such that for 
( 0 In12) A :=Ao:= -In12 0 
(1m denoting the identity (m xm)-matrix) one has 
(1.3) 
This means that the natural transformation Pf2: Skewn -+ Forget which 
maps for every R a matrix A E Skewn(R) onto (Pf:(A))2 coincides with the 
natural transformation "det" from Skew n into Forget, given by forming the 
determinant. 
In case n == 1 mod 2 we have of course Pf(A) = 0 for all A ESkew n( R). 
In case n == 0 mod 2 one can describe the Pfaffian equivalently as a 
polynomial 
such that for each commutative ring R and each A ESkew n( R) of the form 
( l.l) one has 
normalized such that 
for a,~ t n for j-i=-2 
otherwise. 
(1.2' ) 
(1.3' ) 
Much more constructively, on the other hand, one can define, for given R, 
even n, and A ESkew n(R) of the form (l.l), the value of Pfn(A) in a 
recursive way by 
(1.4 ) 
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for n = 2 and by 
n 
Pfn(A):= L (-I)J.alj·Pfn_2(A(J)) 
J-2 
for n ~4, (1.5) 
where AU) denotes the (n - 2) x (n - 2)-matrix one gets from A by 
eliminating the first and the jth row and column. 
Of course, whatever definition one starts with, the point which needs 
proof is that both definitions are indeed equivalent, that is, that a natural 
transformation as described in the first definition exists and can be 
constructed according to the second one. In this note we shall provide such 
a proof by starting with still another definition, based on exterior algebra 
concepts. The reason for doing this, though, is not so much to provide a 
rather nice and conceptual proof of the above-mentioned facts but rather 
to establish-in the course of doing this-a certain identity concerning the 
Pfaffian which can be viewed as a straightforward generalization of the 
famous Grassmann-PlUcker identities. 
To be more explicit, consider as above a skew-symmetric (n xn)-matrix 
A of the form (1.1) with coefficients in some commutative ring R-with n 
even or odd-and for each subset Ir;;. {I, ... , n} of cardinality, say, m let 
A(I) denote the skew-symmetric (mxm)-matrix one gets from A by 
eliminating all rows and columns not indexed by indices from 1. Moreover , 
put 
p(l):= Pf(A(I)) for every I r;;. { 1, ... , n}, (1.6 ) 
where-as usual-Pf(A(0)) := 1. Then the following result holds: 
THEOREM 1. For any two subsets 1\, 12 r;;. { 1, .... n} of odd cardinality and 
elements i l .... ,i,E{I, ... ,n} with i l <i2 < .. · <i, and {i l ,i2 .... ,i,} = 
II JI2 := (11\12) u (12\11) one has 
, 
r (-1)'· P(II JU,}), P(I2 J{ i,}) =0. ( 1.7) 
,-I 
Note that in the case in which A is a skew-symmetric (3m) x (3m)-matrix 
of the form 
o 
A= 
-am • m +l 
o 
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II equals {I, .'" 2m + I}, and 12 equals {I, ... , m, 2m + 2, ... , 3m}, the above 
identity indeed yields the Grassmann-PlUcker identities (for more details 
see [W4, Sect. 7]). 
The above identity was discovered by the second named author in [WI, 
Proposition 2.3 ] while trying to understand the geometric algebra 
associated with .1-matroids (cf. [BI, B2, BDH, DH, W2-W4 ]). Though 
the identity looks very "classical," we have sofar been unable to find any 
reference to it in the existing literature. While the original proof given in 
[WI] and based on the recursive definition of the Pfaffian outlined above 
is rather computational, the new proof presented here is more conceptual 
and, we hope, transparent-at least, once one is willing to except exterior 
algebra concepts as something of that sort. 
The outline of the paper is as follows: 
In Section 2 we present the basic exterior algebra machinery we shall 
need later on. In Section 3 we associate with any skew-symmetric bilinear 
form p: Mx M -+ R, defined on some R-module M over a commutative 
ring R, a canonical R-linear map, also called p, fr~m the exterior algebra 
A(M) of M back into R such that p(m Am') = p(m, m') for all m, m' E M, 
and we establish 
THEOREM 2. For all mi • ...• mn E M one has 
Here we assume the Pfaffian to be defined recursively according to (1.4) 
and (1.5). 
In Section 4 we prove a simple identity between the values of P. namely 
THEOREM 3. For all ml> ... , mk> nl' ... , nlE M one has 
k 
L (-l)i·p(ml A ••. A mi-l A mi+l A 
i-I 
I 
=-L (-l)j.p(n I A ... Anj_1Anj+IA ... Ani) 
j-I 
. p(nj A m 1 A .•. A mk). 
Moreover, we will show that Theorem 1 is a simple consequence of 
Theorem 3, thus establishing the primary goal of this note. Even so. we go 
on in Section 5 to show as promised how the exterior algebra machinery 
we have set up before can also be used to give a rather conceptual proof 
of the identity (1.2), where again we assume that the Pfaffian is defined 
recursively according to (1.4) and (1.5). 
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2. SOME EXTERIOR ALGEBRA 
As above, let R denote a commutative ring and let M be a left 
R-module. Adopting standard notations we denote by A(M) the exterior 
algebra of M, which we assume to contain R as a subring and M as an 
R-submodule so that-with" /\ " denoting the multiplication in the exterior 
algebra-A(M) can be considered as a graded R-algebra 
<Xl 
A(M)= EB Ak(M)=Ao(M)ffiA,(M)EB .. · ffiAk(M)ffi .. · (2.1) 
k-O 
with Ao(M) = R, A ,(M) = M, and Ak(M) the R-submodule of A(M), 
generated by aU products of the form m, /\ .,. /\ mk with m" ... , mk E M. 
As usual, we also put 
A+(M):= EB Ak(M) (2.2) 
k .. Omod2 
and 
(2.3) 
so that 
A(M) = A +(M) ffi A _(M) (2.4) 
can also be viewed as a bigraded algebra. 
For x E A(M) and kENo we denote by X(k) E Ak(M) its component in 
Ak(M), that is, the unique element in Ak(M) such that x - X(k) E 
EB;"kA;(M). Hence, X(k)=O for almost all kENo and x=EBk'_OX(k). 
Similarly, we put 
x+:= EB X(k)EA+(M), 
k .. Omod2 
x-:= EB X(k)EA_(M), 
k.' mod 2 
and x:= X+ - X-, so that x = X+ ffi x- is the decomposition of x relative 
to the bigraded structure (2.4) of A(M), and one has x = x as well as 
x /\ y=x /\ y for aU x, YEA(M). 
Recall that the R-multilinear map 
satisfies ..1.k(m" ... ,mk)=O whenever m;=m;+1 for some iE{1, ... ,k-l} 
and that for every other R-multilinear map A.: Mk -+ N from Mk int~ 
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some R-module N with A(m" ... ,mk}=O whenever mi=mi+1 for some 
ie {I, ... , k - I} there exists a unique induced R-linear map i: Ak(M) -+ N 
such that the diagram 
commutes. Equivalently, given an R-bilinear map A: M x Ak_I(M} -+ N, 
there exists a unique induced R-linear map i: Ak(M) -+ N with A(m, x) = 
i(m /\ x} for all meM and xeAk_I(M) if and only if A(m,m /\ x}=O for 
all me M and x e A k _ 2(M). This observation is the key for many recursive 
constructions of maps defined on A(M): For instance, if <p: M -+ A(M) 
is an R-linear map, then there exists a unique R-linear extension 
iP: A(M) -+ A(M) satisfying <p(R) = {O} and 
iP(m /\ x)=<p(m) /\ x-m /\ <p(x) for all meM and xeA(M) (2.5) 
if and only if 
<p(m) /\ m=m /\ <p(m) for all mEMo (2.6) 
Indeed, putting x:= m in (2.5) yields that (2.6) must hold if <p can be 
extended to some <p: A(M) -+ A(M) such that (2.5) is satisfied. Vice versa, 
if (2.6) holds then ifJ can be constructed recursively on each Ak(M), k ~ 2, 
so that (2.5) holds, because, independent of the actual value of <p(x), (2.6) 
implies 
<p(m) /\ (m /\ x)-m /\ (<p(m) /\ x-m /\ <p(x»=O 
for all me M and x e A(M). 
Note that (2.5) implies 
k 
<p(m l /\ ... /\mk)= L (_l)i-l. m• /\ 
i=1 
/\ mi + 1 /\ ... /\ mk 
k 
/\ mi_1 /\ <p(mJ 
= L m l /\ ... /\ mj_l /\ <p(m j ) 
;~1 
(2.7) 
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for all m I , ... , m k E M and therefore also 
<lJ(x A Y)=<lJ(x) A y+x A <lJ(y) for all x, y E A(M). (2.8) 
Note also that for any two elements 'I' '2 E Rand R-linear maps 
satisfying (2.6), R-linearity of the formulas (2.5) and (2.6) ensures also that 
<P:='I· <PI +'2· <P2: M -+ A(M) satifies (2.6) and that 
(2.9) 
Finally, note that (2.6) holds in particular for all R-linear maps 
<P: M -+ R r;;,. A(M), so definitely all these maps can be extended as 
described above. For such maps <P we evidently have 
for all ke N. (2.1 0) 
They also satisfy 
<lJ( <pC m» = 0 and <p(m) = <p(m) for each mE M (2.11) 
These conditions in turn imply 
<lJ(<lJ(x» = 0 for all x E A(M), (2.12 ) 
as follows directly by induction on min(k E No I x(e) = 0 for all I > k) in view 
of the formula 
<lJ(<lJ(m A x» = <lJ(<p(m) A x-m A <lJ(x» 
= <lJ(<p(m) A x)-<lJ(m A <lJ(x» 
= <lJ(<p(m» A x+<p(m) A <lJ(x) 
-<p(m) A <lJ(x)-m A <lJ(<p(x» (2.13) 
for all mE M and x E A(M). 
Hence, for <Ph <P2: M -+ Rand <P := <PI + <P2 we have 
and therefore 
O=<po<P=(<lJ1 +<P2)o(<PI +<P2) 
= <PI ° <PI + <PI ° <P2 + <P2 ° <PI + <P2 ° <P2 
=<Pl°<lJ2+<P2°<P1 (2.14 ) 
(2.15 ) 
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Similarly, (2.7) implies by induction relative to k that for m I, ... , mk e M 
and 'PI' ... , 'Pk: M -+ R one has 
(2.16 ) 
and therefore, using (2.15), 
<PI O ••• 0 <Pk(m l /\ ... /\ md 
= ( -1 )k(k -I )/2 det( ('P;(mj ) );.j= I ..... k)' (2.17) 
3. EXTERIOR ALGEBRA AND SKEW-SYMMETRIC BILINEAR FORMS 
Continuing with our notations let us now assume that in addition to R 
and M we are given a skew-symmetric R-bilinear form p: Mx M -+ R 
or-equivalently-an R-linear map p: A 2(M) -+ R. As p(m,.): M -+ R £; 
A(M): m' t-+ p(m, m') is R-linear, we can apply Section 2 to extend this 
map to an R-linear map p(m, . ): A(M) -+ A(M): x 1--+ p(m, x) satisfying 
p(m, m' /\ x) = p(m, m')· x - m' /\ p(m, x) 
for all m, m' EM, x E A(M), as well as 
p(m, <p(x» = -<p(p(m, x» 
for all me M, R-linear maps 'P: M -+ R, and xe A(M), 
p(m, p(m, x» = 0, 
p(m, Ak(M» S;; Ak_I(M), 
and 
p(r l · m l + r 2· m2' x) = r l . p(ml' x) + r2' p(m2' x) 
for all m, m l , m 2 e M, x e A(M), 
(3.1 ) 
(3.2) 
(3.3 ) 
(3.4 ) 
(3.5 ) 
In consequence, we can extend p: AiM) -+ R, considered as an R-linear 
form defined on A 2(M), recursively to a uniquely determined R-linear form 
p: A(M) -+ R satisfying ft(r) = r for all re R as well as 
p(m /\ x) = p(p(m,x)) for all meM and xeA(M) (3.6) 
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in view of the formula 
p(m, m /\ x) = p(m, m) /\ x -m /\ p(m, x) = -m /\ p(m, x) (3.7) 
which together with (3.3) and (3.4) implies that in the case P has been 
defined on $ ;,.k Ak(M) such that (3.6) holds, the resulting map 
satisfies 
M x AdM) -+ R: (m, x) ....... p(p(m, x» 
p(p(m, m /\ x» = P( -m /\ p(m, x» = - p(m /\ p(m, x» 
= - p(p(m, p(m, x))) = 0 
for all me M and x e Ak(M). 
Note that (3.6) implies that p(m)=O for all meM, and thus 
P(A_(M»=O, because, using (3.4), it implies easily by induction on k that 
P(x)=O for all x in Ak(M), k::1mod2. Thus P "lives" essentially on 
A+(M). 
Obviously, for ml' m2' ... , mn e M one has 
and 
p(ml /\ ... /\ mn ) = p(p(m 1 , m2 /\ ... /\ mn» 
=p(± (-I)J.p(mto mj).m2 /\ .. · 
J-2 
/\ mj _ l /\ mj + 1 /\ .. , /\ mn) 
n 
= L (-l)J.p(m"mj ).p(m2/\"· /\mj _, 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
so if the Pfaffian is defined recursively according to (1.4) and (1.5), we 
indeed have 
THEOREM 2. For all m" ... , mnEM one has 
(3.10) 
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4. THE PFAFFIAN IDENTITY 
Continuing with our notations we now prove 
THEOREM 3. With R, M, and p: A 2(M) -+ R as above we have 
k 
L (-I)i·p(mIA ... Ami_1Ami+IA ... Amk)·p(miAnIA .. , An,) 
;=1 
, 
= - L (-I)j,p(nl A .•• A nj_1 A nj + 1 A '" An,) 
j=1 
Proof This formula follows immediately from the equations 
p(m; A n l A ••• An,) 
= p(p(m i , nl A ... An,» 
= p (tl (-l)j-I . p(mi , nj ) . nl A ... A nj _ 1 A nj + I A ... An,) 
, 
= L (-I)J-I.p(m;,n).p(nIA ... Anj_IAnj+IA ... An,) 
j=1 
for 1 ~ i ~ k and 
k 
p(nj A m l A •.. A mk) = L: (-1 )i-I . p(n), m;) 
i~l 
for 1 ~j~l. I 
Now assume that x I, ... , X EM and put 
n . 
forI={a l , ... ,ak}£{I, ... ,n} anda l <a2< ... <ak· 
Next assume that II' 12 are two arbitrary subsets of the index set 
lo:={I, ... ,n}. Write 11= {a\> ... ,ak}, 12= {b\> ... ,b,}, where a l < ... <ak 
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and hi < ... <bl' Put m, :=xa, for i= I, ... , k and nj:=xbj for j= I, ... , I. 
Then Theorem 3 implies 
k L (-1 )'. P(xal /\ ••• /\ X ai _ 1 /\ X ai +1 /\ ••• /\ xaJ 
. P(xal /\ x bl /\ ••. /\ X b,) 
I 
+ L (-I)j. P(Xbl /\ ... /\ Xbj_1 /\ Xbj+1 /\ ... /\ Xb,) 
j-I 
• P(Xbj /\ X al /\ ••• /\ X ak ) = O. 
Note that for all i = I, ... , k one has 
P(xal /\ Xbl /\ ••• /\ Xh/) = {~ -I) # {j Ibj< ai} • P(I2 A {a
j
} ) 
and for all j = 1, ... , / one has similarly 
if a;E/2 
otherwise, 
if bjE/1 
otherwise. 
Finally, note that with II AI2 = {c l , ... , C, }, C1 < C2 < ... < c" and 
a;=c,E/I\I2 for some iE {l, ... ,k} and!E {I, ... , t} one has 
because 
(-I);. (_I)#{Jlbj<ai) = (-I)', 
!= #{cE/I AI2Ic~a;} 
= # {c E/I\I2Ic ~a;} + # {c E 12\Illc~a;} 
== #{cE/I\I2Ic~aj} + #{cE/I (')/2Ic~a;} 
+ #{cE/2\Illc~a;} + #{cE/2(')/llc~a;} 
= #{cE/Jic~aj} + #{cE/2Ic~aj} 
= i + # {j Ihj < aj} modulo 2. 
Similarly, for bj =C,E/2\I1 for somejE {I, ... , l} and !E {I, ... , t} one has 
( -1)J. ( -1) # {/la,dj} = ( -1 )'. 
Hence, Theorem 3 indeed yields that 
I L (-1)'· P(ll A{i,}). P(l2 A{i,}) =0. 
,-I 
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As this is the identity (1.7) for A :=(p(x;,x);.J_I ..... n and as any skew-
symmetric (n x n )-matrix A ESkew n( R) is of this form for some M, 13, and 
XI' ... , Xn E M, Theorem 1 follows. 
5. THE PFAFFIAN AND THE DETERMINANT 
In this section we use our exterior algebra formalism to prove 
THEOREM 4 (J. F. PfatT). For R, M, 13 as above and m I' ... , mn EM one 
has 
p(m l II ... II mn)2=det«{J(m j ,mj ));.J_I ..... n). (5.1) 
Note that Theorem 2 and Theorem 4 yield the classical relation (1.2). 
To prove Theorem 4 it is convenient to define an R-linear map 
Ip: A(M) -+ A(M) recursively by 
IpCr):= r for rE R, (5.2a) 
Ip(m /\ x) := m /\ IpCx) + p(m, Ip(x» 
for mEM, xEA(M). (S.2b) 
Since (3.1) and (3.3) imply 
mil (m II Ip(x) + p(m, Ip(x») + p(m, m II Ip(x) + p(m, Ip(x») 
= mil p(m, fp(x» + p(m, m) ·fp(x) - m II p(m, Ip(x)) 
+ p(m, p(m, Ip(x») = 0 
-independent of the actual value of fp(x)-the map fp is indeed well 
defined. 
In order to study Ip we first observe that for every <p: M -+ R and its 
canonical extension cp: A(M) -+ A(M) one has 
for all m EM and XEA(M). (5.3) 
If xER, then both sides in (5.3) vanish; thus by induction it suffices to 
observe that by (2.5), (S.2b), and (3.2) the assumption Ip( cp(x» = cp(Ip(x» 
implies 
Ip(cp(m II x» = Ip(<p(m). X -m II cp(x» 
= <p(m). Ip(x) -m II Ip(cp(x» - p(m, IP(cp(x») 
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= cp(m). lp(x) - m " ifJ(lp(x» - p(m, ifJ(lp(x») 
= ifJ(m " lp(x» + ifJ(p(m, lp(x») 
= ifJ(/pCm " X». 
Next we prove that with Po: A(M)-++Ao(M): X 1-+ x(O) denoting the 
canonical projection from A(M) onto Au(M) = R one has 
Po(lp(x» = fJ(x} for all x E A(M). (5.4 ) 
For XER we have indeed Pu(lp(x»=x=fJ(x). By linearity we may now 
assume that x=m." ... "mk for some m., ... ,mkEM and that (5.4) is 
true for all x' E EB~.:-d A;(M). Then we get, by (5.2b), (5.3), (3.4), and 
(3.6 ), 
Po(/p(m." .. , "mk»=Po(p(m.,lp(mz " ... "mk))) 
= Po(lp(/1(m., mz" ... "mk))) 
= fJ( /1(m., mz" ... "mk» 
= fJ(m." ... "mk), 
so (5.4) follows by induction. 
Now let tfJ: M x M -+ R denote the skew-symmetric R-bilinear form 
given by 
for m., mzEM. 
The induced R-linear form tfJ: A(M) -+ R satisfies tfJ(x) = 0 for all 
x E A _(M), and (3.9) implies by induction for k =: 0 mod 2 and all 
m., ... ,mkEM: 
{
fJ(m." ... "mk) 
= -:fJ(m." ... "mk) 
for k=:Omod4 
for k=:2mod4. (5.5) 
Theorem 4 now follows directly from (5.4) and (5.5) once we have proved 
that for all kEN and m., ... , mk E M the following much stronger identity 
holds: 
THEOREM 4'. For R, M, fJ as above and m., ... , mk E M one has 
IpCm. " ... "mk ) " ltp(m. " ... "mk) 
= ( _1)k. (k - 1)/2. det«fJ(m;, mj»;.i- •. .... k)' 
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Proof Note first that (2.8) and (2.9) imply 
p(m,x A y)=p(m,x) A y+x A p(m, y) (5.6 ) 
and 
-;P{m, x) = - p{m, x) (5.7) 
for all mEM and x, YEA(M). Now assume that mEM and YEA(M) 
satisfy mAy = O. Then (5.2b) and (5.7) yield 
Hence, for any xEA(M) we have 
Ip(m A x) A Itp(Y) = (m A Ip(X) + p(m, Ip{x») A Itp(Y) 
and thus by (5.6) 
= p(m, Ip(x» A Itp(Y) + Ip(x) A m A Itp(Y) 
= p(m, Ip(x» A Itp(Y) + Ip(x) A p(m, Itp(Y» 
(5.8) 
It follows by induction that for ml, ... ,mkEM, YEA(M), and (jJi:= 
p(m i , -) (i= 1, ... , k) one has 
Ip(m\ A '" A mk) A Itp(m l A '" A mk A y) 
= p(m l , Ip(m2 A ... A m k) A Itp{m l A ... A mk A y» 
= CPI(Ip(m2 A ... A mk) A Itp(ml A '" A mk A y» 
= ... = CPI 0 ... 0 CPk(Itp(ml A ... A mk A y» 
= Itp(cpI 0 ... acpk(m l A ... A mk A y» 
and therefore, putting Y : = 1 and using (2.17), 
Ip(ml A ... A mk) A Itp(m l A ..• A mk) 
= Itp(cpI 0 ... 0 CPk(m l A ... A md) 
= Itp( ( _l)k(k -1)/2 det( «(jJ i(m) L. J = 1. .... k» 
= (-1 )k(k-I)/2 det«p(m i , m)i.J= I .... , k)' I 
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